INTRODUCTION
============

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a charged polyelectrolyte with a sequence dependent structure that plays an important role in protein--DNA recognition ([@b1]--[@b4]). The sequence of the nucleic acid will confer a preference for the conformation of the molecule in solution (A-, B-, ..., Z-forms), which in turn will influence the flexibility and the rigidity of the structure. However, because a simple one-to-one relationship between protein recognition sites and the DNA sequence does not exist, perhaps a meta level of genetic information is encoded into the structural properties of the nucleic acid themselves ([@b5],[@b6]). Therefore, the hypothesis that the DNA sequence alone can not distinguish between functional and non-functional nucleic acids, has recently led to their classification based on structural properties ([@b7],[@b8]).

However, DNA is a highly charged polymer, and thus structure, dynamics and the corresponding biological properties can not be fully understood without a consideration of solvent hydration and the ionic atmosphere surrounding the molecule. For example, when the concentration of the cation is increased, it is possible the DNA will undergo a conformation transition from B to A or from B to Z, depending on the sequence ([@b9]--[@b14]). Complicating the matter is the ability of guanine rich sequences to self associate into higher ordered structures that can be composed of one, two or four strands ([@b15]--[@b20]). The ability of DNA to change conformation is an important component in DNA--protein interactions, while the ability of DNA to form tetraplexes has been linked to the aging mechanism and the inhibition of the telomerase enzyme.

In short, the study and characterization of nucleic acid structures, and their assemblies, lies at the heart of modern biophysics. Most of our understanding of the effects of mono and divalent cations interacting with DNA comes from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations ([@b21]--[@b28]), NMR studies ([@b29],[@b30]), atomic resolution X-ray diffraction ([@b31]--[@b33]), spectroscopic ([@b34]) and small angle scattering experiments ([@b35]--[@b41]). MD provides an opportunity to study the short to intermediate \[up to 60 ns ([@b42])\] time dynamics of the nucleic acid structures with the corresponding ions, yet the application of this method to provide global, millisecond and beyond dynamical information is still under investigation. In fact, the question of convergence, stability and sampling of DNA molecular dynamics trajectories has recently been addressed by the 'Ascona B DNA Consortium (ABC)' and is well presented in reference [@b28]. In addition, the determination of nucleic acid structures using NMR techniques is difficult due to the lack of tertiary contacts and NOE data. Crystallographic determination of structures, although powerful, does have limitations both in errors due to mobility and/or multiple conformations of a given structure ([@b42],[@b43]). Small angle scattering, while still a lower resolution technique, has the advantage of determining overall molecular shape as a function of the experimental conditions. Until this time, scattering studies of nucleic acids has been limited by the inability to extract high resolution information, and as such remains a lesser applied technique.

In this article we present an approach to integrate high resolution crystallographic data with small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments in order to determine the structure of nucleic acids in solution. Previous work on the small angle neutron scattering of nucleic acids in solution has focused on a rigid ([@b38],[@b41]) or semi-rigid rod ([@b35],[@b36],[@b38]) approximation to the DNA structure or has represented the molecule as a lower resolution helical structure ([@b44]). This work aims to bridge the gap between lower resolution SANS techniques and the atomic resolution of X-ray crystallographic, NMR or MD simulations. At present our method builds coarse graining models from higher resolution structures in order to predict theoretical SANS curve in solution. However a future goal is to extend this methodology to include simplistic MD, such that more of the configurational space available to the nucleic acids can be explored. This will open up the possibility to perhaps solve related structures in solution. The source code and examples for the current Coarse Graining method and SANS calculations are freely available upon request to <greguric@umbc.edu>.

THEORY
======

In SANS experiments, neutrons are scattered and measured preferentially from atomic nuclei. If one considers a well collimated beam of neutrons as a plane wave, then the momentum transferred between the initial and scattered wave is given by the formula: $$Q = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda}\text{sin}\theta,$$ where 2θ is the scattering angle and λ is the neutron wavelength. At a neutron wavelength of 5 Å, the corresponding angular region is 2θ ≈ 0.3° − 5°, hence the term small angle neutron scattering. The scattered intensity, *I*(*Q*), can be measured by counting the number of neutrons at each value of *Q* within a solid volume: $$I\left( Q \right) = \left| {\int_{V_{0}}{\rho\left( r \right)\text{e}^{i\overline{Q}(r) \cdot \overline{r}}\text{d}^{3}r}} \right|^{2},$$ where ρ(*r*) is the scattering length density (SLD) and *V*~0~ is the volume of the scatterer. Van Hove showed that this scattered intensity is simply proportional to a Fourier transform of the pair-wise distance distribution function *P*(*r*) between all possible pairs of two scattering points ([@b45]): $$I\left( Q \right) = 4\pi V_{0}\int\limits_{0}^{D_{\text{max}}}{P\left( r \right)\frac{\text{sin}\left( Qr \right)}{Qr}\text{d}r}.$$ The integral is carried out to value of *D*~max~ after which there is no significant scattering mass of the sample. If one considers a molecule in a solvent with fixed density ρ~0~, by first subtracting the scattering due to the solvent, the resulting scattered intensity is approximately that of the isolated molecule, for all but the smallest of angles. Because our model assumes a heterogeneous scattering, e.g. each base will carry a specific scattering length, the distance distribution function in [Equation 3](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is weighted by the base specific scattering length density, ρ*~i~* as follows: $$P\left( r \right) = \rho_{i}\rho_{j}P\left( r_{i} - r_{j} \right)$$ Previous methods for DNA analysis relied on the calculation of a structure factor ([@b35],[@b38]--[@b40]) in order to calculate *I*(*Q*) as in [Equation 2](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In our work, we first calculate a distance distribution function and then obtain *I*(*Q*) using [Equation 3](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Thus, ours is a real-space approach, making use of the structural information from X-ray crystallography, NMR and MD simulations. We make a coarse grain approximation of the structure for the scattering calculation in order to include both the sequence specificity of the nucleic acid in question and the geometry that the polymer would naturally adopt. An analogous coarse graining method was developed by Gregurick and co-workers ([@b46],[@b47]) for the study of the small angle neutron scattering of proteins in solution. This type of approach has proven highly useful when studying complexes of macromolecules.

We have also added the ability to determine the nucleic acid scattering profile in mixed solvents of D~2~O/H~2~O based on the work of Jacrot ([@b48]). In the case of mixed solvents, the scattering length *b~i~* for any given base *i*, is determined by the following formula: $$b_{i} = b_{i}^{\text{H}_{2}\text{O}} + X \ast N \ast \left( b_{\text{D}} - b_{\text{H}} \right)$$ where *X* is the percentage of D~2~O in solution, *N* is the number of exchangeable protons and *b*~D~ and *b*~H~ are the scattering lengths of deuterium and hydrogen, respectively. The number of exchangeables for each base is as follows: adenine 2, guanine 3, cytosine 2 and thymine 1. A similar equation can be written if the nucleic acid is fully deuterated and studied in a mixture of D~2~O/H~2~O as follows: $$b_{i} = b_{i}^{\text{D}_{2}\text{O}} + X \ast N \ast \left( b_{\text{H}} - b_{\text{D}} \right)$$

The values of the scattering length for fully hydrogenated and deuterated bases can be found in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

COARSE GRAIN MODEL
==================

In our study we have developed a method to correlate the three-dimensional structure of a nucleic acid in solution to the calculated SANS scattered intensity. We do so by first developing a course grain approach to the molecular structure. The coarse model is built by stacking a number of smaller unit structures superimposed onto every nucleotide. The unit models are then filled with an adequate number of scattering points to match the scattering density for each specific base in the sequence.

Each unit model is composed of a cylindrical ellipsoid and a sphere to simulate the shape of the nucleoside and phosphate group, respectively ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It is straightforward to create a sphere to represent the coarse grained phosphate group. The center of the sphere is defined by the location of the phosphate 'P' atom and the radius of the sphere is defined by the distance between the 'P' and the 'OP1' atoms. The resulting coarse grained sphere is filled with random points to satisfy the criteria that the distance to the sphere center is smaller or equal to the radius. The sphere is filled with random points until the desired point density is reached.

In order to define a unique cylindrical ellipsoid that overlaps each nucleoside in the sequence, the following parameters are required ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}): the position of the two end points (*A* and *B*) of the cylinder axis, length of the long (*r*1) and the short (*r*2) axis of the ellipsoidal cross section. The length of the long radius is defined as the longest distance between an atom on the surface and the cylinder axis. We defined the length of the short axis to be the size of an atom, 1.0 Å. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is a summary of the coarse graining parameters required for each type of nucleoside.

After the position and the shape of the cylindrical ellipsoid has been determined, random points are generated to fill the model, until the desired point density for each specific base is reached ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The criteria for any random point *P* to lie within the volume of the cylindrical ellipsoid is ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}): Point *C*, which is the projection of point *P* on the axis *AB*, has to be between point *A* and point *B*.Given *d*1 and *d*2 as the length of the projection of vector $C\overset{\rightarrow}{P}$ onto *r*1 and *r*2 separately, the following equation has to be satisfied: $$\frac{d1^{2}}{r1^{2}} + \frac{d2^{2}}{r2^{2}} \leq 1$$ A coarse grained model for the nucleic acid is generated by building unit models for every nucleotide in the PDB file or from the MD trajectory data. To make use of dynamics trajectory data, a set of snapshots by time needs to be exported and saved in PDB format. A coarse grained model is then generated for each snapshot. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is an illustration of this method for the DNA structure corresponding to 5DNB.pdb.

In order to judge the quality of our coarse graining method to represent the structure of the molecule in solution, we calculate a χ^2^ distance between the theoretical *I*(*Q*) ([Equation 3](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the experimental *I*(*Q*). The χ^2^ distribution is defined as: $$\chi^{2} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i}{w_{i}\left\lbrack I^{\text{expt}}\left( Q_{i} \right) - I^{\text{model}}\left( Q_{i} \right) \right\rbrack^{2}}$$ where *N* is the number of degrees of freedom when *m* data points are fitted with a model involving *n* adjustable parameters and *w~i~* is the weight. In this case each *w~i~* is taken to be 1. The sum in Equation ([@b68]) is over all *m* data points. We also calculate a regression coefficient, *R*^2^, defined as: $$R^{2} = \frac{\sum_{i}\left\lbrack I^{\text{expt}}\left( Q_{i} \right) - \overline{I\left( Q_{i} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2}}{\sum_{i}\left\lbrack I^{\text{expt}}\left( Q_{i} \right) - \overline{I\left( Q_{i} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2} + \sum_{i}\left\lbrack I^{\text{expt}}\left( Q_{i} \right) - I^{\text{model}}\left( Q_{i} \right) \right\rbrack^{2}}$$ where $\overline{I\left( Q_{i} \right)}$ is the average experimental intensity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

For this study we have investigated the theoretical and experimental small angle neutron scattering of the duplex DNA decamer, d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~, in a series of salt concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 M. This particular decamer was chosen as a candidate duplex for our SANS analysis based on previous MD simulations which indicated that this sequence is stable in solution for up to 25 ns and remains in the B configuration ([@b11],[@b49]--[@b51]). The structure of d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~, (PDB ID: 5DNB) was first crystallized by Prive *et al*. ([@b52]). The PDB file of 5DNB.pdb contains the coordinates of the crystallographic asymmetric unit corresponding to one strand of the duplex. A second strand of the duplex was added to the unit cell by translating the initial duplex according to the guidelines published by Prive *et al*. ([@b52]). The PDB file with the coordinates of both strands can be directly downloaded from [www.pdb.org](www.pdb.org).

SANS experiment
---------------

The self-complementary 10mer single-strand DNA sequence 5′-CCAACGTTGG-3′ was purchased and purified to high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) Level I (90--95 mol %) from Oligos, etc. Inc. (Wilsonville, OR)^\*^. The duplex DNA decamer was formed by re-hydrating the DNA at 10 mg/ml concentration in 0.1 and 1 M NaCl solutions. The solutions were first heated to 42°C for 15 min, to minimize self-association of the DNA strands, and then allowed to cool for 3 h in order to form the double-stranded decamer. The solution was heated to 42°C in order to work above the melting temperature of this DNA sequence in 1 M NaCl (∼38°C). The samples were then placed in the refrigerator at 6°C overnight. SANS measurements were initially performed at 15°C on a 10 mg/ml DNA solution with 0.1 M NaCl, in order to remain below the melting temperature of the sample under these salt conditions. This minimized the chances of observing single-strand behavior in the data. The solutions were then diluted to 5 mg/ml DNA concentration and mixed, as necessary, to obtain 1, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1 M NaCl solutions with the DNA. SANS measurements were then performed on these four samples at 15°C.

The SANS measurements were performed on the NG7 30 m SANS instrument at the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, MD ([@b53]). A neutron wavelength of λ = 5.5 Å with a wavelength spread, Δλ/λ of 0.11 was used for the measurements. The source and sample apertures were 5.0 and 1.27 cm, respectively. Neutrons were detected on a 64.0 × 64.0 cm two-dimensional position-sensitive detector with 0.5 cm resolution. A sample to detector distance of 1.5 m and a source to sample distance of 5.47 m were used. The center of the detector was offset by 15.0 cm to obtain a range of momentum transfer, *Q*, values between 0.029 Å^−1^ and 0.39 Å^−1^, where *Q* = 4πsin(θ)/λ and 2θ is the scattering angle.

The SANS data were normalized to a common monitor count and corrected for empty cell counts, ambient room background counts and non-uniform detector response. Data were placed on an absolute scale by normalizing the scattered intensity to the incident beam flux. The two-dimensional data were then radially averaged to produce *I*(*Q*) versus *Q* curves. The one-dimensional scattered intensities from the samples were then corrected for buffer scattering and incoherent scattering from hydrogen in the samples. After these final data correction procedures, usable data were obtained in the range 0.029 Å^−1^ ≤ *Q* ≤ 0.3 Å^−1^.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

The experimental scattering curves for the DNA duplex sequence d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~, are illustrated in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where the open squares represent the 0.1 M solution, the filled squares represent the 0.3 M solution, the open circles represents the 0.5 M solution and the filled circles represent the 1.0 M solution. The DNA concentration was 5 mg/ml in all four cases. This sequence was specifically chosen as it is believed to adopt a canonical B structure at 0.3 M NaCl. From [Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} it is clear that there is a upturn in the scattered intensities at very small *Q* equal to 0.02 Å^−1^, for all concentrations studied. Although this has been observed in other polyelectrolyte scattering experiments ([@b36],[@b54]--[@b58]), the physical interpretation of this effect remains problematic. In the small angle neutron scattering experiments of Borsali *et al*. ([@b36]) this upturn was attributed to a close packing of the nucleic acid helices. Recently Shibano and co-workers ([@b54]) have studied the intra and intermolecular scattering functions of sodium polystyrene-sulfonates in solution. These authors also find that the neutron scattered intensity depends on the salt concentration. The addition of salt is primarily affecting the intermolecular scattering function, as at higher salts the Debye electrostatic screening is increased. Shibano *et al*. suggests to account for the intramolecular scattering function by performing the SANS experiment in both hydrogenated and deuterated solvents. By varying the deuteration in the samples studied, the intermolecular scattering function can be removed. Because the concentration of the DNA we studied is relatively low, the effect of the added salt is minimized at all but the smallest region of *Q*. Therefore, all of our analysis is preformed for values of *Q* from 0.05 to 0.3 Å^−1^.

In order to assess the effect of the salt concentration on the scattering curves, we have preformed a Guinier analysis ([@b48]) of the scattering intensities at small *Q* ([@b48]) ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We find that the radius of gyration (*R*g) increases as the salt concentration increases from 0.1 to 1.0 M ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Wang and Bloomfield also observed a salt dependency on the small angle X-ray scattering profiles of nucleic acid solutions and interpreted this result to indicate that the effective diameter of the DNA is dependent on the ionic atmosphere surrounding the nucleic acid ([@b41]). In the case of small angle neutron scattering, the Na^+^ and Cl atoms are not believed to contribute to the scattered intensities ([@b38]). Thus, our observed increase in the *R*g at the higher salt concentrations is likely due to a change in the structure, or to an assembly of the nucleic acids.

To illustrate the power behind our methodology, we plot in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} the experimental scattering profiles from the 0.3 M NaCl sample at 5 mg/ml and the 0.1 M NaCl sample at 10 mg/ml and compare these with the scattered intensities calculated from the B DNA crystal structure, 5DNB, using our coarse graining approach. On the same figure, we also plot the calculated scattered intensities of the same DNA sequence with an A and Z conformation. The A and Z structures were constructed using the program, 3DNA, by Lu and Olson ([@b59]) and are illustrated in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We note that the calculated data are plotted on an absolute scale, with *I*(0) set to match the concentration of the experimental duplex B DNA. The fits of the ideal B, Z and A DNA structures to the scattered intensity of the 0.3 M NaCl sample yields *R*^2^ and χ^2^ values of 0.89, 0.38 (B-form DNA), 0.57, 0.91 (Z-form DNA) and 0.47, 1.06 (A-form DNA), respectively. The *R*^2^ and χ^2^ values were calculated using [Equations 8](#e8){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [9](#e9){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Similar fits of the model data to the 10 mg/ml 0.1 M NaCl sample, in which the errors on the scattered intensity values are smaller, produced χ^2^ values of 0.58 (B DNA), 1.71 (A DNA) and 1.93 (Z DNA). For both the 0.1 M NaCl and 0.3 M NaCl solutions, and in all regions of *Q* analyzed, the B-form of this nucleic acid fits to the experimental scattering data very well, whereas the Z-form fits only at the lower *Q*-values and the A from fits only at the higher *Q*-values. This is not surprising, as the sequence was chosen because it is believed to adopt a canonical B DNA conformation in 0.3 M NaCl, based on previous molecular dynamic simulations ([@b49],[@b50]).

Another equally valid but computationally distinctive approach that is used to calculate the small angle scattering intensities of biological molecules in solution is the multipole expansion method of Svergun and co-workers ([@b60]--[@b62]). In this method the scattering intensity is calculated from the atomic structure factors, which are expanded in spherical harmonics. In this way, the molecule is represented as an envelope with an additional hydration shell of 0.3 nm in thickness. This method which is implemented in the programs CRYSON and CRYSOL (X-ray scattering), has been widely used to calculate the small angle scattering intensity of proteins in solution. Recently Nöllmann *et al*. ([@b63]) have used CRYSON in their SANS study of the oligomerization properties of Tn3R transposons. We have calculated a scattering intensity for the crystal structure of 5DNB using the CRYSON program and compare this with our coarse graining calculation in [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} for 5DNB in 0.3 M NaCl. It is clear from this figure that in most regions of *Q*, the coarse graining method is superior to that of CRYSON, particularly at higher values. However, in our analysis we have used the default values of CRYSON and this may be inappropriate for the study of nucleic acids. We note that CRYSON adds an overall hydration layer to the DNA, whereas our method neglects hydration. We believe that an envelope of hydration may not be appropriate for nucleic acids which are thought to hydrate primarily in the minor groove (spine of hydration) ([@b27],[@b64]--[@b66]) and around the phosphate group ([@b67]). Our current coarse graining method is an alternative to CRYSON and is strictly useful for the calculation of the small angle neutron scattering profile of nucleic acids in solution.

More challenging is the analysis of the scattering in 0.5 M and 1.0 M NaCl solutions. Neither the A-, B- nor Z-form of this DNA sequence would fit to the experimental scattering data. Moreover, the Guinier analysis suggests that the *R*g and the concentration in both of these cases is not indicative of a single duplex in solution ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Therefore a tetraplex (quadruplex) model was created, based on the crystal structure of the DNA quadruuplex d(TGGGGT) by Caceres *et al*. ([@b68]). Because we could not append the crystal structure of Caceres, the coarse model is based on this exact crystal structure and is illustrated in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. For this model, the theoretical scattering curve was calculated using our methodology and plotted in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Again, the calculated data are on an absolute scale, with the *I*(0) set to match that of the experimental scattering curve. The *R*g value of this model was found to be 13.8 Å and the shape of the scattered intensity matched the 1 M NaCl data well, with a χ^2^ value of 0.54. However, the molecular weight (Mw) of the tetraplex formed in our DNA samples would be twice that of the decamer. Since *I*(0) is proportional to Mw ([@b48]) this implies that the measured *I*(0) value would have to increase by a factor of two if the solution consisted of tetraplexes alone. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows that our measured *I*(0) values increase by a smaller amount, indicating a possible mixture of B DNA (decamer) and tetraplex DNA in solutions of 0.5 M NaCl and above.

To test this hypothesis, we modeled the scattered intensities, on an absolute scale, for comparison to the measured data ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). It was found that the 0.5 M NaCl data fit reasonably well to a model constructed assuming a mixture of B duplex DNA and tetraplex DNA in the solution in the ratio of 85:15 duplex:tetraplex. This particular ratio was chosen to match the observed change in *I*(0) between the 0.5 M NaCl sample and the 0.3 M NaCl sample. For the 1 M NaCl sample, the change in *I*(0) suggests a 70:30 duplex:tetraplex solution. However, the 1 M NaCl data do not fit a model of 70:30 duplex:tetraplex in solution. In fact, the data show evidence of slightly larger oligomeric structures. Because this is only a coarse grained model, we are now investigating further the stability of a tetraplex for this sequence by using molecular dynamics simulations.

DISCUSSION
==========

We present a theoretical method to calculate the small angle neutron scattering profile of a nucleic acid structure in solution. Our method goes beyond a rigid or semi-rigid rod approximation and calculates a theoretical scattered intensity based on a high resolution structure. Our method utilizes a coarse graining approach for the calculation of the intensity, by way of a Fourier transform of the distance distribution function between all scattering points in the model. We apply this method for the calculation of the experimentally determined scattered intensity of the decamer d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~ in H~2~O with varying amounts of NaCl between 0.1 and 1 M. This sequence was specifically chosen for this study as it is believed to adopt a canonical B-form structure in 0.3 M NaCl. We find that this is the case and, moreover, that our method will reproduce the experimental scattered intensity with an *R*^2^ value equal to 0.89. Because our methodology is valid for any structure with atomic coordinates, we also illustrate that neither the Z- (*R*^2^ = 0.57) nor the A-form (*R*^2^ = 0.47) structures will reproduce the experimental data. The value and usefulness of our method however, is not necessarily in just discriminating B from A and Z DNA in solution, but to model larger structures, such as Ribozymes, RNA and DNA bound to proteins. As an example of this, we modeled the structure at the higher salt concentrations. We constructed a coarse grain model of a tetraplex, based on the crystal structure of the tetrad d(TGGGGT) by Caceres *et al*. ([@b68]). It was found that the 0.5 M NaCl data fit reasonably well to our model assuming a mixture of B duplex DNA and tetraplex DNA in solution in the ratio of 85:15 duplex:tetraplex. The 1 M NaCl data show evidence of slightly larger oligomeric structures and were difficult to model using a similar mixed solution model. In conclusion, when NMR or crystallographic data are available, this method can be used to determine a model small angle neutron scattering curve. Thus, this is an advance of previous scattering calculations which relied on low resolution shapes such as a rigid rod, semi-rigid rod or a simplistic helix approximation to model nucleic acid structures in solution. We note and caution previously determined high resolution structures are required as an input for the coarse graining method. A non-trivial extension would be to extend this method to include coarse graining molecular dynamics in order to search for new configurations. We are currently undertaking this possibility.
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![The crystal structure of a nucleotide represented in a space filling model (left) and the unit model of this nucleotide generated through our coarse graining program, XTAL2SAS (right).](gki936f1){#fig1}

![Geometric illustration of the cylindrical ellipsoid used to represent a course grained nucleoside. The parameters are: the position of the two end points (*A* and *B*) of the cylinder axis, length of the long (*r*1) and the short (*r*2) axis of the ellipsoidal cross section.](gki936f2){#fig2}

![The crystal structure of the DNA duplex, 5DNB (PDB ID), represented in ball and stick (left) and the coarse model generated through the program, XTAL2SAS, from the original PDB structure of 5DNB (right).](gki936f3){#fig3}

![(**a**) The experimentally measured neutron scattered intensity, *I*(*Q*), for the decamer d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~ in H~2~O, at four different Na^+^ concentrations: 0.1 M (open squares), 0.3 M (closed squares), 0.5 M (open circles) and 1 M (closed circle). (**b**) Guinier analysis for the decamer d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~ in H~2~O, at four different Na^+^ concentrations: 0.1 M (open squares), 0.3 M (closed squares), 0.5 M (open circles) and 1 M (closed circles).](gki936f4){#fig4}

![(**A**) A comparison between the experimentally measured *I*(*Q*) at 0.3 M NaCl (circles) and the *I*(*Q*) calculated for the crystal structure of 5DNB (solid line), compared to the A (solid line) and Z (dash-dotted line) forms of this nucleic acid. (**B**) A comparison between the experimentally measured *I*(*Q*) at 0.1 M NaCl (circles) and the *I*(*Q*) calculated for the crystal structure of 5DNB (solid line), compared to the A (solid, line) and Z (dash-dotted line) forms of this nucleic acid. (**C**) A comparison between the experimentally measured *I*(*Q*) at 0.3 M NaCl (circles) and the *I*(*Q*) calculated for the crystal structure of 5DNB using the current coarse graining method (solid line) and that of CRYSON (dashed line). Error bars have been omitted for clarity.](gki936f5){#fig5}

![The A (upper), B (middle) and Z (lower) conformations of the decamer d(CCAACGTTGG)~2~. This figure was created using the programs 3DNA (for A- and Z-forms) and illustrated using VMD.](gki936f6){#fig6}

![Coarse grained model of a tetraplex, based on the structure of 1S45.pdb ([@b68]).](gki936f7){#fig7}

![A comparison between the experimentally measured *I*(*Q*) at 0.5 M NaCl (open circles), 1.0 M NaCl (closed circles) and the *I*(*Q*) calculated from the B DNA duplex (solid line) model, the tetraplex model (dash-dotted line) and mixtures of the two models in the duplex:tetraplex ratios of 85:15 (dashed line) and 70:30 (dotted line).](gki936f8){#fig8}

###### 

Parameters for our coarse graining approach

  Nucleotide type          A           T         G           C           U
  ------------------------ ----------- --------- ----------- ----------- ------
  Cylindrical ellipsoid                                                  
      End-point 1 (*A*)    N1          C1\* O2   N1          N3 C4       C4
      End-point 2 (*B*)    C4\* C3\*   C5M O4    C4\* C3\*   C4\* C3\*   C4\*
      Long radius (*r*1)   N6          O2        O6          O2          O2
  Sphere                                                                 
      Center               P           P         P           P           P
      Radius               OP1         OP1       OP1         OP1         OP1

###### 

Nucleoside specific scattering parameters ([@b48])

  Base                   Volume (Å^3^)   Number of points   Scattering length (× 10^−12^ cm) H~2~O             Scattering length (× 10^−12^ cm) D~2~O
  ---------------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
  C                      115             150                8.68                                               10.77
  T                      116             150                8.61                                               9.65
  G                      130             150                11.23                                              14.35
  A                      134             150                10.65                                              12.73
  Phosphate nucleoside   14              50                 Assigned scattering length of corresponding base   Assigned scattering length of corresponding base

###### 

Guinier analysis of the experimental and theoretical scattering intensities

  Salt concentration                    *R*g (Å)      *I*(0) cm^−1^
  ------------------------------------- ------------- --------------------
  0.1 M NaCl, 10 mg/ml                  12.0 ± 0.05   0.0446 ± 0.0005
  0.1 M NaCl, 5 mg/ml                   12 ± 1        0.021 ± 0.001
  0.3 M NaCl, 5 mg/ml                   12.5 ± 1      0.022 ± 0.001
  0.5 M NaCl, 5 mg/ml                   13 ± 1        0.024 ± 0.001
  1.0 M NaCl, 5 mg/ml                   15 ± 1        0.027 ± 0.001
  B DNA (fit to 0.3 M NaCl)             11.7          0.02, χ^2^ = 0.38
  B DNA (fit to 0.1 M NaCl)             11.7          0.02, χ^2^ = 0.58
  A DNA (fit to 0.3 M NaCl)             11.1          0.02, χ^2^ = 1.06
  A DNA (fit to 0.1 M NaCl)             11.1          0.02, χ^2^ = 1.71
  Z DNA (fit to 0.3 M NaCl)             12.2          0.02, χ^2^ = 0.91
  Z DNA (fit to 0.1 M NaCl)             12.2          0.02, χ^2^ = 1.93
  Tetraplex model (fit to 1.0 M NaCl)   13.8          0.026, χ^2^ = 0.54

[^1]: The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the last two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors
